Miss. Firm Applies for Funding for Project to Store Clean Hydrogen in Salt Domes

May 16, 2023  Peter Maloney (/people/peter-maloney)

Hy Stor Energy last week applied to the Department of Energy for federal funding to support its Mississippi Clean Hydrogen Hub project.

The announcement makes the Jackson, Miss., company the latest entity to apply for a share of the $8 billion in funding the Department of Energy is making available (//C:/aPeter/Working/Freelance/APPAb/the%20Infrastructure%20Investment%20and%20Jobs%20Act) under provisions of the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act. The Department of Energy's Regional Clean Hydrogen Hubs (https://www.energy.gov/oced/regional-clean-hydrogen-hubs) program aims to establish as many as 10 regional clean hydrogen hubs across the country.

In October 2021, Hy Stor Energy partnered with Canadian investment firm Connor, Clark & Lunn Infrastructure to develop subterranean salt domes in southern Mississippi to store hydrogen produced from renewable energy.
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Hy Stor Energy plans to use the geology of Mississippi, which has several unused salt caverns, to store energy in the form of clean hydrogen made from renewable energy and to take advantage of the state's geographic position that provides access to shipping corridors.

Researchers from The University of Texas at Austin's Bureau of Economic Geology are building a database of salt domes and caverns along the Gulf Coast that are suitable for hydrogen storage.

Hy Stor Energy's Mississippi Clean Hydrogen Hub project has "shovel-ready sites" suitable for renewable hydrogen production and storage and with federal investment of up to $1 billion the project would rapidly scale into a multi-billion-dollar project establishing Mississippi as one of the nation's largest producers of clean hydrogen with a fully integrated clean hydrogen ecosystem for the production, storage and delivery of dispatchable renewable energy. Hy Stor Energy said. The Mississippi Clean Hydrogen Hub is set to break ground as early as 2023.

The projects envisioned in the funding application will support communities throughout Mississippi and the Gulf Coast region to create new long-term economic development and sustainable jobs, the company said.

Several coalitions have formed around the United States to bid for regional clean hydrogen hub project funding, including a coalition of Southeast utilities that submitted [Southeast utilities that submitted](https://www.publicpower.org/periodical/article/southeast-coalition-submits-bid-clean-hydrogen-hub-doe) a proposal to build a green hydrogen network that would span six states.
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Subscribe to Public Power Now, APPA's newest podcast, to keep up with the latest news and hear from the experts in the world of public power. [http://www.publicpower.org/podcasts](https://www.publicpower.org/podcasts)
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National Conference (/event/national-conference)

📍 Seattle, Washington  📅 June 16, 2023
Engage, network, and innovate with public power’s leaders.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Public Power Day of Giving (/event/public-power-day-giving)

📅 June 16, 2023
Help demonstrate public power's commitment to community service by volunteering with us in Seattle, Washington.
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Rate Design Interest Group Quarterly Meeting (/event/rate-design-interest-group-quarterly-meeting)

📅 June 28, 2023
The RDIG is a quarterly webinar forum for our utility, state/regional association, joint action agency...
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Contact our news team for information on Public Power Current newsletter and Public Power magazine.
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✉️ News@PublicPower.org (mailto:News@PublicPower.org)
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The American Public Power Association is the voice of not-for-profit, community-owned utilities that power 2,000 towns and cities nationwide.
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Elite Associate Members

Elite associate membership offers exclusive, valuable opportunities to connect with decision makers and influencers at community-owned utilities. Join now (/about/join).
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